
1st Year German Revision List (DM and MD) 
 

Deutsch für Alle 1 Chapters 1 – 5 
 

Willkommen 
 

 I can 
Say hello in different ways  
Say goodbye in different ways  
Ask someone’s name  
Say my name  
Ask someone how they are  
Say how I am  

 
Kapitel 1 Meine Familie                          
 
 I can 
List all family members  
Say how many brothers and sisters I have  
Say the numbers from 0 - 40  
Say and write out the verbs sein and wohnen  
Say my age  
Say the ages of my siblings  
Say where I come in the family  
Say where I live  
List some birthday presents  
Say and write the days, months and seasons  
Say and write out the verbs haben, heiβen, bekommmen  
Use phrases to start a letter  
Use phrases to finish a letter  
Say the alphabet  
List the pronouns (ich, du, er / sie / es…)  
Say what the difference is between du / ihr / Sie  

 
Kapitel 2  Ich beschreibe mich 
 
 I can 
Describe the colour of my hair and eyes  
Say all the other colours  
Say how tall I am  
Say the numbers from 10 - 200  
Say what kind of hair I have  
Ask someone’s age  
Say my age  



Say and write out the verb beginnen  
Say where my friend comes in the family  
Describe my friend’s personality  
List some positive and negative adjectives  
List some time expressions  
List some expressions of intensity  
When to say mein and meine  
Say and write out the verb spielen  
Give a detailed description of myself  

 
Kapitel 3  Wo ich wohne 
 
 I can 
List the different kinds of houses   
Say what kind of house I live in  
Say where my house is situated  
Say the points of the compass  
Say the numbers 40 - 60  
Ask someone where they come from  
Say where I come from  
List some words to do with a birthday party  
Say when it’s my birthday  
Say when it is someone else’s birthday  
List the rooms in a house  
Say what rooms are in my house  
List the furniture in a bedroom  
Say what furniture is in your bedroom  
Say when to use ein , eine, ein  
Say what happens after you say ich habe and es gibt  
Describe my garden  

 
Kapitel 4  Tiere 
 
 I can 
List some common pets  
Say what pets, if any, I have  
Ask my friend if they have a pet  
Say what my pet’s name is  
Say what my pet(s) eat  
Describe my pet  
Say how often I feed my pet  
Name some pets you can buy in a pet shop  
Say the numbers 60 - 80  
Say and write out the verbs arbeiten and finden  
Say how to form some plurals in German  
List some animals you would find on a farm  



List some animals you would find in a zoo  
Describe my favourite animal  
List some animals you would find in a circus  
Say which animals I like / prefer / like the best  
List some time expressions  
Say and write out the verbs essen and fressen  
List the continents  

 
Kapitel 5   Freizeit 
 
 I can 
Name some common pastimes  
Say some hobbies I have  
Say how I like different hobbies  
Say what TV programmes I like  
Name some different types of TV programmes  
Recognise numbers from 100 to 1,000,000  
List some more time expressions  
Say what I think about different TV programmes  
Say and write out the verbs sehen and lesen  
List some common sports  
Say what sports I can do in the different seasons  
Say where I can do sports  
List some common types of weather  
List some words to describe football  
Say and write out the verbs fahren and schlafen  
Say when to use am and im  
List some common question words  

 
• Try to study a chapter a week, ticking off each topic as you go along 
• Write out notes as you go along to help you to learn 
• Use www.quizlet.com to revise the main topic areas 
• Viel Glück! 
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